
Our company is hiring for a deposit operations specialist. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for deposit operations specialist

Address / research ACH posting inquires and perform adjustments to
accounts as applicable
Process ACH stop payments and investigate dispute requests in accordance
with ACH rules and department procedure
Perform daily ACH proof and reconcilement activities for receiving,
origination, and return activity
Adhere to all NACHA, State, and FRB electronic transaction rules and
regulations
Keep abreast of technological developments within the electronic payments
network, systems and procedures, industry developments, regulatory
changes and compliance
Review all assigned general ledger reconciliation accounts daily and maintain
all supporting documentation for outstanding items and/or problem items
Research outstanding reconciliation items and follow up with the appropriate
areas to clear items in accordance with established time frames
Responsible for remitting the MSC TEL file daily
Prepare daily check deposit cash letter including the scanning and repair of
checks through the Virtual Image Processing (VIP) forward check collection
process
Assist in the processing of bank by mail transactions as required and within
the established timeframe

Example of Deposit Operations Specialist Job
Description
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The ability to complete routine reports and document appropriate files
Ability to multi-task and function efficiently in high volume, fast deadline
oriented environment
Minimum of 1-2 years of Retail bank branch and cash handling experience
Flexibility - due to daily deadlines, on occasion, including Monday and
Tuesday after a holiday, can involve working past scheduled hour
Capacity to work independently and exercise independent judgement
May support business processes, provide support to customer-facing teams,
provide location support, or perform basic operations duties


